
Direct Detection of Exoplanets

Direct detection = producing an actual image of the object, not indirect detection
through its influence on its parent star.  The basic problems:

1. Star’s light drowns out planet’s reflected+ emitted light by many orders of
magnitude.  How to eliminate the star’s contribution?

2. If you are to see the planet, you have to have sufficient angular resolution
to separate the planet from the star.  Otherwise your “image” will be a
fuzzy blob.  This problem is more severe for detection of habitable zone
terrestrial-like planets, because they are close to their parent stars.

We should not expect to resolve the planet itself (e.g. seeing oceans and
continents), only the planet and the star. Once we have that, what we want is a
spectrum of the planet in order to search for potential spectral biosignatures.



The illustration below shows the spectrum of the Sun and a few planets as they would appear from
several light years away.  Notice that the Sun’s light completely “drowns out” the light from the planets.
This is the major reason why direct detection (seeing the planet itself) is too difficult for now, except
perhaps for giant planets.  But direct detection remains the long-term goal.

Direct detection: Overwhelmed by starlight

reflected starlight

emission



Direct detection of terrestrial-like
planets.
Recall that major problems are
1. Seeing the reflected light or
infrared emission from the planet in
the glare of the star, and
2. Resolution: the angular separation
of the star-planet will be extremely
small (tiny fraction of arcsecond).
So need a very large telescope in

space:
Terrestrial Planet Finder/Darwin

(artist conception shown to left)

How will TPF block the starlight?
What wavelength region(s) will be

used and why?

Direct detection: TPF/Darwin



Nulling interferometer (left) and simulated detection of terrestrial-mass planets by TPF (right).
Interferometer makes double images of each planet on opposite sides, canceling the starlight.
There are several other designs for interferometers as well as coronagraphs (blocks the star).
This tells us the planets are there, but what we really want is the spectra of Earth-like exoplanets.

Blocking or canceling the starlight



Spectral biomarkers
Even if we can image an Earth-like planet in the habitable zone of some star, we will not be able
to resolve its surface features in the foreseeable future. (No “zooming in” to see oceans, forests,
city lights… Later we’ll see how you can detect some of these through reflected light.)
Instead, we must infer presence of life from a spectrum of the planet’s atmosphere.

Planet’s spectrum?? Planet’s surface is emitting continuous radiation peaking in the infrared.
This radiation must pass through the atmosphere, where there are molecules that absorb
infrared radiation in broad bands, the molecular equivalent of spectral lines.

What we see is then the planet’s continuous thermal emission (red curves below) with deep
absorption bands (blue lines below) that can be identified with particular molecules.

This is the absorption spectrum of the
atmosphere, but we can also learn a
lot from the reflection spectrum of the
planet’s surface. (Next slide)



How the reflection (in visual) and emission (in infrared)
spectrum tell you about the nature of the planet

(You can probably guess what planet this is…)



Infrared spectra of Venus, Earth, and Mars
(Figure in textbook).

Notice features of ozone and water vapor for Earth

Why does ozone distinguish Earth from Venus and Mars,
and mark Earth as (probably) inhabited?



Briefly: Rise of oxygen and ozone on Earth

No way to get significant oxygen without photosynthesis.
Even a little oxygen  produces strong ozone band in the
infrared (and ozone shield for protection of organisms).

This apparently began about 2-3 Gyr ago on Earth. 
The continued increase to present oxygen levels
(and larger--see figure) is associated with specific 
increases in complexity (see “spiral” illustration to 
right; we’ll cover this in detail in Part IV).

For this reason it is believed that ozone is a 
spectral biomarker for exoplanetary photosynthesis.



An even bigger giveaway that life is present:
Simultaneous ozone and methane detection

Methane

How could you have methane in an oxygen-rich atmosphere?
 methanogens (bacteria that metabolize methane)



Red curves are blackbodies of various temperatures.
What are the potential signatures of life, or of habitability?

(Note: wavelength increases to the left on this plot)

Infrared spectrum of the present Earth



Trace gases in the Earth’s infrared thermal spectrum.
Composite is in upper right.



Plausible IR spectrum of Earth-like planet 10 pc away as observed by TPF/Darwin for 40 hour exposure.

Notice that the poor resolution is the major problem for detecting many biomarkers.
(Compare with previous high-resolution spectrum of Earth.

Still, many think that simultaneous detection of H2O and O3 (and CH4) would be strong evidence for life

Spectrum of Earth-like planet at realistic spectral resolution



Maybe we could learn about a planet without a spectrum (i.e. photometry only).  This is
possible in the visible because the albedo (fraction of reflected light varies for different
materials (left below).  Or variation could distinguish continents from oceans (right). So

observe light in a few wavelength bands as a function of time (light curves).

Direct detection: Reflection spectrum (planet not resolved)



Another suggestion: the reflection spectrum in the visible part of the
spectrum could show the “red edge” exhibited by most vegetation (on Earth!)

The Vegetation “Red Edge”



To the land of wishful thinking…



Future space missions for detection of terrestrial-mass planets.
Note: ISI=Darwin, similar to TPF and will probably be combined.

Planet Imager is still on drawing board.  TPF replaced by “Lifefinder” (?)



Top: Earth as would be seen by instrument somewhat larger than TPF
Bottom: Earth at night



The ultimate direct detection:
Extremely unlikely in next two decades (see figure caption)




